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A House of Perfidy and High Treason 

The House of Perfidy and High Treason (formally known as The House of Commons, 
London) is a House controlled by those motivated by arrogance, deceit, greed and 
extreme malevolence – and with utter contempt for the Law of The Land. 

It is High Treason to act with the intention of destroying any part of our sovereignty, or 
to undermine our English Constitution. The English people are being directly and 
deliberately threatened by such obnoxious behaviour. 

The House of Perfidy and High Treason makes unlawful Statute (of oppressive State 
regulations) for the purpose of enforcing its Treason. It requires and demands that the 
people obey those Statutes as a demonstration of their submissive obedience and their 
consent to its treasonous behaviour.  

Officers of The Crown enforce and compound that treason by their own actions and 
inactions, by their breach of oath, by their use of physical and psychological abuse 
against any disobedient people, and by their unlawful activities (including unwarranted 
violence, false arrest, and unlawful imprisonment).  

Their purpose is no longer to protect the English people, but to protect a criminal State 
(and its numerous lackeys) from lawful retribution. 

The House of Perfidy and High Treason is therefore complicit in the preparations for a 
future eliminationist onslaught against England, and against the native English people.  

The English people are therefore entitled (and are obliged) in Law to prepare for, and to 
defend themselves against such treasonous actions. 

_________________________ 

 

"Let us consider, my lords, that arbitrary power has seldom or never been introduced into any 
country at once. It must be introduced by slow degrees, and as it were step by step, lest the people 
should see its approach. The barriers and fences of the people's liberty must be plucked up one by 
one, and some plausible pretences must be found for removing or hoodwinking, one after another, 
those sentries who are posted by the constitution of a free country, for warning the people of their 
danger. When these preparatory steps are once made, the people may then, indeed, with regret, 
see slavery and arbitrary power making long strides over their land; but it will be too late to think 
of preventing or avoiding the impending ruin." 

[Philip Dormer Stanhope, 4th Earl of Chesterfield, to the House of Lords in 1737] 

 


